Original predictive approach to the compressibility of pharmaceutical powder mixtures based on the Kawakita equation.
In the pharmaceutical industry, tablets are obtained by the compaction of two or more components which have different physical properties and compaction behaviours. Therefore, it could be interesting to predict the physical properties of the mixture using the single-component results. In this paper, we have focused on the prediction of the compressibility of binary mixtures using the Kawakita model. Microcrystalline cellulose (MCC) and L-alanine were compacted alone and mixed at different weight fractions. The volume reduction, as a function of the compaction pressure, was acquired during the compaction process ("in-die") and after elastic recovery ("out-of-die"). For the pure components, the Kawakita model is well suited to the description of the volume reduction. For binary mixtures, an original approach for the prediction of the volume reduction without using the effective Kawakita parameters was proposed and tested. The good agreement between experimental and predicted data proved that this model was efficient to predict the volume reduction of MCC and L-alanine mixtures during compaction experiments.